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lieve his antagonist waiting on th© otfepr
side, and they pointed out two hofses,
wfiich they told him were those of his en
emy and second. The horses were graz
ing, and without bridle or saddle, which
Bobbin having sense enough left to ob
serve, he was told the saddles were taken
off to avoid suspicion ; but if he should be
killed, the horses would be immediately
saddled, and his antagonist would ride off.
At this moment a pistol was fired on the
other side of the Stand, and Bobbin droped on his knees, without thinking of his
white breeches, in utter despair. They
then lifted him up, and placed him against
the door of the Stand. A person now
came from the other side, saying bis'op
ponent was ready, when Bobbin dashed his
pistols from his band, and swearing he
would not fight—he could not fight—he
was not fit to die. lie was then informed
that if hr, did not stand
and fight, his
antagonist swore he would come and shoot
him through the heart. Bobbin wept,
groaned, hallooed, and entreated so earn
estly that at last, they pretended bis enemy
would give him a respite till Monday. On
this, Bobbin became more tranquil—ex
pressed bis thankfulness to the kind friend
who bad, he said, saved bis life, and then
returned home, soaking with wet. In the
course of the day Bobbin was told of the
trick-which had been played him, on which
he was so much affected that he actually
fainted away, and it was not till he bad slept
for two hours and a half, and taken a trea
cle, possett that he entirely recovered.
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From an English paper.
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Dover, N. H. on the Ex- ( everal occasions, to avoid his ardent gaze,
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the higher complaining of the arbitrary
A similar bill passed the Senate
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1 T ^ie g°ads, replaced them nicely under
last session, but was not taken up in the i the bill was rejected, on the motion that it be character of the Government. Count Capo
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D’Istrias was vef-y unpopular.
House for want of time. Mr. Benton’s reso
PLydiaF Grant-^
a qua(1Hllc, and, raising his yard
Dates from Odessa are to Ort. 28. Silislution relative to the redemption of the then resumed the consideration, in commit
Public Debt, and diminution of the amount tee, of the unfavorable report on the claims Im was besieged bv the Russians, and
— Hill, Timotlw HanVftfck with the most captivating grace,
of duties on imports, was taken up, and sup of certain citizens oi Georgia. The question would probably share the fate of Varna It
I rs. Sarah Huff, Mrs.— pointed to a picture of a young lady in the
From the
York Courier.
ported by Mr. B. in a speech of two hours being on a motion made by Mr. Thompson, vvas asserted that the Austrians made exer
th Hanscam.
teoom, and admired its beauty.
“ But
to reverse the decision of the committee, Mr. tions to supply the 'Ptirkish fortresses on the
length.
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Wilde made some remarks, but before he Danube, and that peace could not long be
K. L. M.
ima’am.” helisped, “ it is by no means so
concluded the House adjourned to Monday. kept between Russia and Austria.
illiam Jack^—Miss Ab Aeautiful as vour voungest daughter ; will
“Where ignorance is bliss,
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The Markets at London, 21st, were inac
’Tis folly to be wise.”— Gray.'11
you, Ma am, permit me to walk out with
Mr.Benton made a report From the com- 1
tive except in Tobacco and spices: the de
Monday, Jan; 12.
nv.ttue on Military Affairs, unfavorable to I AUC 1 IONS
“ You are too inquisitive ”—Paul Pry.
p r $
¡her of a Sunday, Ma’am ? It is, you know,
Mr. M’Duffie, from the mand for the former continued on the. most
the memorial of Gen. Scott. The report Lommit.teè - of-Ways and Means, reported a extensive scale, but chiefly changing hanfls.
Daniel ’ Patten-Samuel'the only leisure 1 have Ma’am
~
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Curiosity caused the expulsion of our i concludes thus :—
uith 2d, Charles Smith,'My» who is a person of family and fortune, first parents from Paradise.”—Somebody else. |i “ 1 he committee, after duly considering bih imposing regulations on sales at auction, About 1000 hhds. sold that week ; 50Q
for the further protection of the revenue. It Stripts at
a 5|d. and for export at 3^.a4|.
Andrew Stover, Jonathan was completely dumb-founded. She lookIn our college-days, i.
__ .* strolled
____
We_ once
the facts set forth by the memorialist, anti
issey, Miss Mary Smith. jed at the boy with astonishment, and ex- into the kitchen of the great hall 'being the questions growing out of them; are of was read a first and second time, and ordered The late advance was fdlly maintained. An
to be committed to a Committee of the whole advance in Nutmegs and Spice had takert
U.
is »° Bl^W in the order House on the State of the Union, and to be place of Id to 2d per lb. Others without
- - V.- w.,
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i so extensive
.
,® I' °» the President, placing Major General printed.
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[It was statedin the accompanying report,
Wheat was dull in the extreme on the 21st;
quiring all officers and soldiers to obey him ; that several merchants, delegates from New- Foreign beitig admitted at only Is per quar
.
___ ______ —*--- aahsurdtobe met seriously, but dropped dents. It Was a quarter of an hour before ■ and that there
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in the me- \ork, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Alexan ter duty, throwing much into the market.
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¡something as to the disparity of the situation breakfast, and an etiormous kettle, filled morial which requires the rights and duties driaappeared before the Committee, and
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ad°rcr and ‘he adored. Bobbin assu- with coffee (as it was denominated,) of
testmed to the injurious tendency of selling Liverpool, upset near the Western Islands,
atory act.
foreign goods at auction. But, that the Com -' 8th Oct. iti a gale, and the master and 21 of
}ec 31 1829
fpred her she was mistaken; for though he hung Roomily .over the fire. As its con
“ They therefore recommend that the mittee were unanimously of opinion that the the passengers and crew were drowned. The
’ ’
’
ijwas now only an apprentice, yet when he
tents boiled and bubbled, we observed ever prayer oi the memorialist be not granted.”
whole remedy belongs exclusively to the mate and seveh survivors were taken off by
AUSTIN, Benjamin A^was °tnt
his
should be master-man and anon some dark substance, evidently
State Legislatures, excepting where the the French brig La Cotonrtire, bound to Bos
THURSDAY JAN. 8.
Adams, Andrew Austin,—and then ! ! The lady refused to listen too large to be a grain of coffee, rising to
levenue was concerned.
That Congress ton, U.S;
The bill to compensate sundry citizens of have no power to interpose beyond protect
Wentworth Butler, Ebeti further ; &. Bobbin at last took leave, bus- the siirface^, and instantly ducking down,
illiam Brownielle,—Gert tied homeward, yard stick and all dreaming as if its deeds were evil. What was it? Arkansas, for losses sustained from Indian ing the revenue : That a tax upon auctions
Smyrna —We learn from the Palladium,
/illiaiti Cromwell, Jos^ ¿»Hove, laces,'and lilacs—of what he woq’d Of that vfery : :ime liquh) in fiAeoo miuMos depredations, was ordered to a th’ d reading, woukt ppt prevent frauds, nor the alledged that the Courier de Smyrre^ of Nov. 8, reAiWi «
oj-jhalf au turns,
■•^-ntagc cloyed' by foreignersj unless it c dived by the Delos at Ply mouth, gives the
Miadwic.
qdo—and what he would not do, when he we were to partake ; we were to persuade adjourned until Monday.
should amount to a prohibition, and even in Turkish official account of the fall of Varna,
• E. F. G.
_HosiliJwas master-man. The next day he sent our palate that it was bonaJide coffee, des
that case it would be of doubtful efficacy.]
under the head of Constantinople, Oct. 27,
, Aaron
Downs,
—
Moses^Foye-Fm^ billet-doux to his adored and a letter to pite of all insinuations that it was made of
1. The first section of the bill enjoins upon the cause of the fall of Varna is ascribed to
MONDAY, JAN. 12.
st. ' '
”
Gould, John Gould; jher mother—the first containing vows of poplar leaves and damaged rye. What
Mr. Chambers introduced a bill providing the auctioneer, or the agent of all foreign the treachery of Yussef Muhlis. He is dis
goods, to exhibit the original invoice or a tinctly accused of having been bribed by
love eternal, never*ending
; the latter
I. J. K. L.
---------- ‘
— so could that mysterious black substance be ? for the final settlement of the claims of sev certified copy of it, on which the duties had Russian gold. The Turks make the num
rd, Andrew Horn, Andre1! liciting leave to walk out of a Sunday with "Was it a sturgeon, ora negro’s head, or a eral States for interest on advances made to been levied at the port of entry.
ber killed on both sides, in the three days of
is Hall, William —
Hamj her daughter. But, the letters were sent printer’s ball, or a stove-pipe ? The ques the Government during the late War. The
2. Provides tor publishing twenty-fou> hard fighting previous to the taking of Varna,
Vice President communicated a letter from
iseph Knocks~-Humpliii|
one |0
a4orej unopened) in tion was one of great personal interest— the
Hon. E. Bateman, Senator in Congress hours before the sale, schedules of such mer to be 40,000. The particulars of the conflict
, Abigail Lambart,
•
~
? an envelope from the brother of the young curiosity took the alarm—our evil star had from the State of New-Jersey, resigning his chandise particularly described, with the do not vary essentially from the Russian ac
r‘ ^Abigail Mason, Mlady’ very laconically informing him that if provided a cade—we plunge.d it in the seat in the Senate. Some debate took place Original marks and numbers, and the names counts. Preparations are making to retake
■’ Abigail Mason, If
Mr. Benton’s resolutions, and they were of the inspector, consignee, and vessel in Varna-—a body has been formed of 80,000
Nason Froselia
the whole affair were not so superlatively boiling ocean before us, and raised to the on
men, between Aidos and Suada, for this pur
finally referred to the Committee on Fi which imported, &c.
•
’ Osbor^
w ridiculous, the writer would have taken fair light of the laughing morn, an old nance. .
* Poor, Joseph
3. Fixes the penalty of breach of these pose, and 80 pieces of cannon have been for
regulations at a third of the value of the warded under the command of Abduramad
Sally Prime.
,i steps to chastise his insolence! Poor hat. Heavens! what a discovery—even
goods.
Pacha, the ancient governor of Rosnia. The
R S. T. U.
pBobbin was now in a mighty fluster ; he now we tremble at the horrible recollec
TUESDAY, JAN. 13.
4. This section makes penalty of the full Porte regards Yussef Mahlis as a traitor.
[chabod Stacy, Peter 8ti; skipped round, and over every counter in tion.
Mr. Dickerson’s bill to distribute a portion value of the goods, upon the Auctioneer or The Grand Vizier has been accused of bad
ird, Charles 11 bavage,i^jie shop—showed the insulting epistle,
In a few minutes we Were in .the break of the revenues of the United States was ta agent, introduced in evasion of the Revenue. managerneht, is deposed, and banished to
aimOri'ibbetsP0Mary J< crunched in his convulsed fist to every fast hall, carrying the hat on the cane’s ken up, and discussed for two hours, then the
5. Designates the Courts and Officers to Dimoticain Romelia, and Mehemet has been
» j body. He called a council of war, which point. There were our class-mates mas Senate adjourned.
enforce the law.
appointed to his station—and thus has be
6. Excludes from all the provisions of the come the second dignity in the empire.
W X. Y. Z.
j was Beld after the shop was shut up, the ticating, with all their might, the toughest
Law goods sold by Executors, Sheriffs, &c.
Wednesday, Jan. 14.
im, Josiah Watson, 3, W President being seated on three pieces of bread in Christendom, and pouring down
[The foregoing is the substance of this
La Plata.—The Editors of the Baltimore
The bill for the final settlement of the land
i
.! Irish stuff and a piece of gauze, when, after their devoted throats, cup after cup of claims of Bastrop, Winter, and Maison long act, stripped of its technicality in great American have received from a correspon
M. HUBBARD, P. h jue discussion, it was unanimously re- IhA infernal beverage, [Reader, permit Rouge was taken up ; but on motion of Mr. haste. It will be perceived it eludes the dent, Buenos Ayres papers to the 25th Octo
(0LUTION OF
• solved that the letters should be returned us to become I for a few minutes. We Smith of S C. postponed to Wednesday next. main object of those who have been ardently ber, inclusive.
The Government of Buenos Ayres has de
the brother, giving him to understand sounds so outlandish in a dialogue.] I The consideration of the bill to distribute a seeling for it. We are confident that it will
not meet their views, if we apprehend them termined to caiise a monument to be erected
i that there was no insolence in asking r- took my place next to my friend Frank portion of the revenues of the United States correctly.] The bill wàis twice read and in the city, to commemorate the late event
among the several States was resumed ;
aereby"given that the I a body to walk on a Sunday, and if he Stanley.
of peace. Don Juan Larrea has been named
the motion to strike out the second section committed.
The presentation of the petitions occupied as Consiil General of the United Provinces of
ip existing between 111 thought there was, Bobbin was ready to
“ Frank, what are you drinking ?”
still pending. Mr. Berrien moved the innearly
an
honE
Mr.
McDuffie,
from
the
the
La Plata, for France.
definate postponement of the bill. The Sen
¡r the firm of
. -------- —. The letters were accordingly re“Coffee.”
A letter from Gbn. Lavalleja to the Minis
ate adjourned without, taking the question on Committee of Ways and Means, reported a
1
torned, and thè next day, some of Bobbin’s
“ Will yo.q take your oath of that
bill to impose regulations on sales at auction. ter for Foreign Affairs, dated Cerro Largo,
either of the motions.
’ nn the first dav of Ma< brother shopmen forged a letter to him,
“ What the deuce do you mean ?”
Mr. Storrs, from the select committee on the Oct. 1, “ expresses the delight he feels at a
thev will attend until rt breathing vengeance, and appointing the
Census, reported a bill to provide for taking Treaty of Peace which reflects so much
“ f have been in the kitchen—I have
ment of their Book accodi -t-----of
c—
»4 »i
place
meeting at the Race si.,
Stand
at six made a terrible discovery—put down that HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. the fifth census, or enumeration Of the inhab honor dpoii the Argentine Republic, afid up
itants of the United States; The House on the Government charged with the direc
ving demands against the o’clock on Saturday morning last. Oh the cup,.for mercy’s sake !”
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present them for payJ receipt of this letter, no one can tell the
A number of Resolutions were offered. took up the consideration of the bilkto author tion of the war.”
[Here
the
whole
table
caught
the
alarm
BENJAMIN SMllH
Amongst others a resolution was offered by ize the State bf Tennessee to issue grants
HORACE PORI EK agonies of poor Bobbin’s mind ;—-by turns —“ speak out, speak out,” resounded on Mr. Miner, on the subject of slavery, and the and perfect titles, which was made the spé
Central America.—Intelligence has been
he wept and prayed. Urged on by his all sides.]
lecember 24,1828.
treatment of slaves, in the District of Co cial order for to-day, and on which the received in Providence as late as Oct. 24,
___________
_____ A severe battle was
shopmates, he at length resolved to meet
Central____
America.
“ Fellow-Juniors, you fondly imagine lumbia, to which a preamble Was prefixed discussion was continued by Mr. Lea, Mr. from
his man, but he would first consult bio mis
detailing a number of outrages committed on Carson, Mr. Crocket, Mr. Locke and Mr. ; fought in Sept, between the Gautemalian
and St. Salvadorian armies, in which the
some observations on the”subject, wjmr~-nv
tress ; he did so. He told her all his
concTudBgy-nvA'.j/nrifrriri».-..i
,
IIBER OFFERS FOR SAtE
woes,—Row dearly he loved his ador soup—here is the hat itself— [holding up was obliged to postpone his remarks in con
that the Gautemàlians were to surrender ups
sequence of the expiration of the hour. On
tuesiiay
,
J
an
.
13.
the
still
reeking
and
horrid
mass,
which
all their arms. Central America is composed ; “ But, Ma’am,” sard be, “ I won’t be
motion of Mr. Lea, the further consideration
Two good
Nearly thirty resolutions on various sub- ; ed of Gautemala, St. Salvador, Gosta Rica*
killed, though I lave- her to madness I, had been boiled into a polygon]—five min of the bill to authorize the State of Tennes
mares,^4 won’t be killed ! I am not fit to die ! Lord, utes ago I fished this out of the coffee see to issue grants, &c, was postponed until jects were offered in the House, and the res-: an(1 Honduras.
calling for information from the Ex- j
___ _
Monday. The House then resolved itself elutions
Ma’am, who would ever have thought of kettle I”
ecutive Departments, which had been, lying |
Mexico.—-The editor of the National
into
a
Committee
of
the
Whole
on
the
state
That same Junior-Class was composed
,and CHAISES,
this
Having taken the resolution not to
of the Union, and took up the bill to author on the table since 'Tuesday last having been (jazette pas received his files of the Vera
EIGHS and Haknb» be killed, he proposed to go to our worthy of as many reckless dare-de vils as were ize the occupation of the Oregon. Some excluded by other business, were agreed to. (jruz Xoiicio^o Commercial down to Dec. 7th.
excjtement produced by the late PrCsirucks and BAR® magistrate S. F. Milford, Esq. and get that ever congregated under one roof—they discussion ensued, in which Mr. Drayton, 'The House then resumed the consideration
ofthe bill to authorize the State of lennes- ¿entjai election there, had not subsided. Some"
^ent
’
eman
to
put
a
stop
to
the
sanguinary
,
cared
nothing
for
thunder-claps,
or
stages
Mr.
Floyd,
Mr.
Everett,
Mr.
Bates
of
Mis

!ON, suitable for on<
see to issue grants, upon which some discus■
•
’• - ’ ’
proceedings of his antagonist; but being in the process of being capsized—they souri, Mr. Cambreleng, and Mr. Taylor, sion, principally confined to the Tennessee portions of the country were in a- disturbed
state and the party of Santa Anna and Guer
took
part
:
the
question
being
on
a
proposi

told of the disgrace which would attach to had once set at defiance all the militia oi
tion by Mr. Taylor to amend the amendment delegation, took place. Mr. Bartlett then rero, it would seem, had proved too strong
tides will be sold cheap «uch a step, he at last provided a second, ---------- county
county; ; but
but this
this discovery
discovery was
was moved bv Mr. Drayton. A division then moved to lay the bill and amendment on the for the troops of the general government, in
ed endorsed Notes,
and resolved to be at the Race Stand in too much for them—every one was ap- took place when it was found that a quorum table, on which the question was taken by Oajeca.
articulars apply to
ayes and noes, when the motion was carried
OLIVER WALKW the morning.—When the morning came, palled, and they all left the room muttering was not present; on which the Committee in the affirmative by a vote of 103 to 63. So
A letter from Washington to the editor of
That night the cook was rose and reported progress. '1 he House the bill was laid on the table.
it brought a deluge of rain. Undismayed I execrations. That
.ort, Dec. 26, 1828.
the Baltimore Patriot, States that the nom
bv the elements, however, Bobbin dressed tarred and feathered, and rode on a rail, then adjourned.
ination of Mr. Hughes, as Minister to the
’ ’
' his Sunday clothes, with top and the keeper of the hall was burnt in
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 14.
Netherlands, “ still sticks” in the Senate.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 7.
himself in U- - -.
_
.
„
new pair
pair of
of white
white cord
cord ':■ effigy,
effigy. I never took another cup of colThe bill authorizing a subscription to
boots, and a,i new
Mr. Miner explained and enforced his
The
N. Y. Observer
states. that
* ,1C Waterloo
,,
------ -------------views respecting the abolition of Slavery in the Stock of the Washington Turnpike
breeches. Before
----- 5 o’clock, he sallied .j lege coffee.
’-v all
1,1bis |i The story, has its moral. Curiosity, the District of Columbia, and was replied to Road Company was taken up on motion two young ladies were recently committed
forth to the combat, ^attended by
of Mr. Washington, and after some discus- to the jail in that village for the delicate
rouble and expense, be
»Huvu-mw.’ Long before he reached the ! which kicked Eve out of Eden, and sent in part by Mr. Weems of Maryland, when sion, was, on motion of the same gentle- ■ crime of horse-stealing.
shopmates, i
appointed spot, his courage utterly failed ; Doctor Faustus to Old Nicholas (iamil- the hour’having expired, the discussion was man, postponed till Monday next, some
---- — _
___
cut short.
e ,
ave engaged
XfOty
jBwsi/zess.
Lowe of Newark,.
----------------- —Peter
—
him his knees knocked together, and his j ¡arly nnd endearingly called Gid Nick,)
A message was received from the i resi- members being desirous to obtain further injd, that to be accepts^.
formation
on
the
subject.
An
attempt
was
notifies
the
world
that
his
wife
has
abandonnew’white breeches were spoiled—by the ijs as fatal to the physical as it is to
in_ I dent of ---------------------the United
States,- transmitting a rehis bed and’ ’boardJ ; Lbut‘ Mrs. Lowe say*
then made to call up the bill for the pneser- ed..............
tedBURLEIGH SM.rf
!,
_t cgnGeru
____ innx.
mrlnn
rain
—
At
length
thev
reached
the
Race
i
tellectual
appetite.
The
tree
of
knowli
n
g
Spanish
spoliations,
inr.nd-,
rain.
stand, ffUhis coions made him be- 'edge is not the tree of life-and if we > ¡ng the correspondence between our Mrms- vstiou and repair-6f the Cumberland Road, the bed belongs to her.,
Dec. 20,182&
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Notice

PUBLISHED BT

gather the fruit' of the ferric, we lose our
rph&ninr
h':f- of the
relish
for fthat
latter. Reader, :C
if
you are inclined to pinquitude—if you live
in an after dinner dread of apoplexy—in
threeweeks you will be as thin as Cassius;
without his “ hungry look.” But if ybu
wish to enjoy the good things of life, seek,
not to be too wise, and above all things
Keep oul’ of the Kitchen !
So with the Stage. The time was when
we hung with breathless interest on the
mimic scene. But, one fatal night, We
went behind the scenes. We took a glass
of wine with Virginius, cracked a joke
with Atpius Claudius, and made dur best
bow to Virginia, just after the old than
had killed her in the market. The charm
was broken—the golden chain of imagin
ation was severed—it has never beed re
united.
K

j

The Jewish government was a | dencd, as more expeditious than the mail,
tion
on the road from Shumla to Silistria, to tlie.seventh.'
I
which enforced religious obser-1 The stage proprietors will themselves often
cover
the siege of the latter place, which theocracy,
’
(
furnish the travellers with those means
will be prosecuted with the greatest vigor. vances ; and though the Committee would conveyance ; so that the effect will ultimately
It is not observed that these moVern'ent^'of hope that no portion of the citizens of our
be only to stop the mail, while the _vehicle
We have already mentioned the arrival at
«ur troops haye occasioned any on the side country could willingly introduce a system of which conveys it will continue, and its pas*
religious coercion In our civil institutions', the
this port of the 'packet ship Liverpool,
of the enemy.
sengers become the special messengers for
Howes, bringing Liverpool dates to Nov. 23.
In the fortress of Varna there were 162 example of other nations should admonish us
a considerable portion ot what
By the arrival at.New-York of the Montano.
pieces of cannon of different sizes, and a great to watch Carefully against its earliest indica* conveying
would otherwise constitute the contents of
Nov. 17 ; Charlemage, Dec, 3 ; and Charles
quantity of arms of all sorts, ammunition, and tion.
Carroll, Nov. 17, from Havre, and the Co
provisions.—-Vow rnaZ de: .St. Petersburg, • - With’ these different religious views, the the mail.
’
NOV. 13.
Ñor can the committee disc.over'where the
Committee are of opinion that Congress can
lumbia, from London, Yarmouth Roads, Dec.
Nov. 1.
The
intelligence
which
arrives
now
from
not interfere. It is not the legitimate prov system could consistently end. If the ob
5„ London and Havre papersjo Dec.' 2, ^nd
The
Journal
of
Odessa
gives
accounts
ince of the legislature to determine what re servance of a holy-day becomes incorporated
Paris to Dec. 1, have been received. The the East ’possesses less interèst, and conse from the arftiy in ¿Asia of October 5. _
latest Liverpool dates are to Nov. 29-. The quently deserves less notice;’ 'The campaign
General Paskewitch reports that the ligion is true or what false. Our Govern in our institutions, shall we 'not forbid the
following is the substance of the contents of is generally believed to be at an-end, and we towns of Bajazet and Diadin have been taken ment is a civil, and not a religious institution. movementofan army-- ¡-prohibit an assault
doubt whether we shall have to record any by the detachment of Major-General Prince Our Constitution recognizes in every person in time of war ¡ and'lay an injunction upon
our files.
Boston Patriot of^Ut inst.
military operation of any importance during
right to choose his own religion, and to our naval officers io lie in the wind, while up
Mr. Barbour, our Minister at the Court of the winter.- The capture of Silistria by Tschiftschiwadzew. The same General has thé
enjoy it freely, without molestation. What on the 'ocean on that day ? Consistency
St. James, had.his first audiance of .the King storm, on the 16th of last month, was men also taken possession of Fort Topra-Kale, ever
may be the religious sentiments of citi would seem to require it. Ñor is it certain
at Windsor, Nov. 24, when he delivered his. tioned in the Prussian State Gazette of the which covers the Pachalik of Bajazet, and
zens, and however variant, they are alike en that we should stop here. If the principle
commands
the
road
to
Erzerum.
Our
troops
credentials.
5th as à report which required confirmation.
once established, that religion or religious
The Liverpool Chronicle of Nov. 22<1, as But the same paper of the day after takes are every where received with joy by the titled to protection from the government, so is
long as they do not invade the rights of oth observances, shall be interwoven .with- our
serts, what the contradictory accounts in the no further notice of it, though this silence inhabitants.
legislative acts, we must pursue it to its ulti
The Tfis Gazette says that the head ers.
other papers confirm, that the King of Eng does not prove that the report is unfounded.
The transportation of the mail on the first matum. We shall, if consistent, provide for
quarters
were
still
at
Akhalzik
on
the
26th
land’s health was very precarious.
The time is now arrived for ascertaining
the erection of edifices for the worship of
Sir Walter Scott has been elected Lord that which could not be done during the of September, on which day Gen. Paske day of the week, it isbelieved, does not inter the Creator, and for the support of Chris
fere with the rights of conscience. The pe
witch
sent
out
for
Ardhagan.
Rector of the University of.Glasgow.
tian ministers, if we believe such measures
heat and pressure of military operations—the
Private letters say that perfect tranquility titioners for its discontinuance appear to be
Don Miguel of Portugal, was suffering disposition of the Belligerents towards nego
interests of- Christianity.
actuated from a religious zeal, which may be will
W1U promote
piv„„au the ----------.
from a fractured thigh. As late as Nov. 22d tiation and peace. Neither of them will prevails in the Pachalik of Akhalzik, and commendable if confined to its proper j It is the settled conviction ot the committee
—12 days after the accident—the bone had make the first advance, because neither will the inhabitants have the greatest confidence sphere ; but they assume a position better | that the only method of avoiding these/con
not been set, and he was in a dangerous seem to acknowledge by such a step that in the Russians.—Prussian State Gazette, sulted to an ecclesiastical than to a civil in- sequences, with their attendant
trail! ~of evils, 1
x.».-state. He refuses to allow any person to peace is more- necessary to him than to his Nov. 10.:
is to adhere strictly to the spirit of. the Con
stitution,
They
appear,
in
many
instances,
touch him and some preparations are made antagonist. But other nations may offer
Accounts from Odessa of 28th Oct. say, to lay it down as an axiom, that the practice stitution, which regards the general govern. f
for the appointment of Regency.
their mediation. Indeed it has been re that two corps of the Russian army will re is a violation of the law of God. Should Con ment in no other light than that of a civil m- /
We have already mentioned that the Brit ported that this has be.en ah’eady done by main in the vicinity, of Varna, till the repairs
stitution, wholly destitute of religious author
ish ports were opened on the 21st Nov. for Austria to the Porte. We doubt this, be of the fortifications of the place shall be gress, in their legislative capacity, adopt the
sentiment,
it
would
establish
the
principle,
I
the admission of foreign grain at the mini cause we think it would hardly be a politic completed. Another corps of the army is that the Legislature is a proper tribunal to ity.
' What other nations call religious toleration,
mum duties. It is now ten years since the step in Austria.to do it, except in concert gon e to Sil istiia.
we
call
religious
rights.
They
are
not
exer'
determine what are the laws of God. It
ports were opened unlimitedly for the im with other Powers. To makè it palatable
A letter Ginn Krajowa, of the 20th Oct. would involve a legislative decision in a re cised in virtue of governmental indulgence, j
says
—
“
Since
tlie
26th
Sept,
on
which
day
portation of foreign wheat.
to both the Belligêrehts, it should be a joint
ligious controversy ; and on a point in which but as rights of which government cannot ¡
The accounts from Gibraltar are to Nov. overture oh;-th,e part of France, England, and Gênerai Geismar so gloriously drove back good citizens may honestly differ in opinion, deprive any portion of citizens, however
the
Seraskier
of
Widdin
to
Kalafat,
nothing
Austria. Prussia might bç* united with them
without disturbing the peace of society, or small. Despotic power may invade those
15. The fever was abating.
A vexatious regulation practised on foreign as a counterbalance to the principles which new has passed in this country ; but the last endangering its liberties. If this principle is rights, but justice still confirms them. Let
accounts
received
from
Widdin
excite
some
vessels at Hamburg, was removed on the Austria is supposed to enfertain upon the f|larm. Reinforcements of 10,000 or 12,000 once introduced, it will be impossible to de the national legislature once perform an act
20th October. Foreign captains are now subject of the war—Or perhaps the med men have just been received by the Pacha, fine its bounds Among all the religious per which involves the decision of - a religious
permitted to transact business without the iation might be more acceptable if offered who may be inclined to resume offensive op secutions with which almost every page of controversy, and it will have passed its legiti- .
£
intervention of a resident merchant, and of by France and England alone.
modern history is Stained, no victim ever mate bounds. The precedent will then be f
But we reluctantly incline to the belief erations- It is hoped that General Geismar, suffered, but for the violation of what gover- , established, and the foundation laid./br that
course save the double commissions. 1 hose
who has formed an intrenched camp at Czo- ment denominated the law of God. To pre usurpation of the Divine prerogative in this |
that
every
attempt
at
mediation
will,
at
whom they may employ are also forbidden
present, be ineffectual. Russia has not real roi, and also received reinforcements, is pre vent a similar train of evils in this country, country, which has been the desolating |
t» overcharge.
The prospect for completing the 1 unnei ized the expectations that were entertained pared for the attack, and will repel it the Constitution has wisely withheld from scourge to the fairest portions of the world.
under the 'Thames is encouraging. Tire of her atthe ^mmencement of the campaign with thé same success.”
our'govérmnent the power of defining the Di Our Constitution recognises no other power
LEMBERG, NOV. 2.
vine Law. it is a right reserved to each cit than! hat of persuasion, for enforcing religious |
Duke of Wellington is about to give the en and the Sultan has surpassed them. Ihe
Letters from Brody, which are worthy of izen, and while he respects the equal rights observances. Let the professors ot Chris-. .
terprise a helping hand.
_
■ - successes have been too nearly balanced,
Brunswick’ clubs, opposed to the Catholic .(Varna having been delivered up by the credit, say that 25,000 fresh Russian troops of others, he cannot be held amenable to tianjty recommend their religion by deeds of
benevolence—-by Christian meekness—by
claims, are forming all ovey England. Meet mutiny of the second in command ;) and have arrived in the principalities, so that any human tribunal for his conclusions.
ings had been held at Exeter, Colchester, this very equality, which might seem to there is no reason to fear any further inva
.Extensive religions combinations, to effect lives of temperance and holiness. Let them |
render negotiation more probable, will be sion from the 'Purks—10,000 have been sent a political object, are, in the opinion of the combine their efforts to instruct the ignorant J
Salop, Btc. &c.
.
.
■■
An intrigue is on foot in Liverpool to de the means of preventing it. There will to General Giesmar, and 8000 towards Gi- committee, always dangerous. Thisffirst ef —to relieve the widow and the orphan—to
urgevo. A movement among the Polish fort of the kind, calls for the establishment of a promulgate to the world the gospel of thtir
prive Mr. Huskisson of his seat in Parlia probably be a second campaign.— Courier.
NOV. 18.
troops is spoken of. and it was said at Brody principle, which, in the opinion of the com Saviour, recommending its precepts bv their
ment, for that town. Mr. Peel is talked of
Last night we received the Paris Pa that the corps of Gen. Sacken had quitted mittee, would lay the foundation^ for danger- habitual example : government will find its!
as the successor of Mr. H. as he is in the
Ministry.
' . pers,. by express. They aye almost wholly its positions', and was marching towards the ous innovations upon the spirit of thé Consti legitimate object in protecting them. It
Thè Custom house and port officers in Ire occupied with subjects of domestic^ interest,? south.- It is saicl also thaï the Emperor tution, and upon the religious rights of the cannot oppose them, and they will not need
land, are ordered scrupulously to examine such as the re-organization of the Council ot Nicholas, after his return to St. Petersburg, citizens. If admitted, it . may be justly ap its aid. Their moral influence will then do(
all vessels and cargoes, as the government .State, and the.changes in the personnel of the would publish anew manifesto, in which he prehended, that the future measures of gov infinitely more to advance the true interests
have been informed that arms have been Administration, to which we briefly alluded would repeat his pacific intentions, and his ernment will be strongly marked, if not even of religion, than any measures which they
j
clasdentinely sent thither. I he Western yesterday.—They contain no news from the form al renunciation of all idea of- conquests tually controlled, by the same influence. mav call on Congress to enact.
The petitioners do not complain of anv in
Islands have been visited by a destructive theatre of war, though they furnish a new,> from the Ottoman Empire.
All religious despotism commences by combi
fringement
upon
their
own
rights.
They
i
proof of the treachery of Jussuf Pacha in
nation and influence ; and when that influ
tornado.
.
VIENNA, NOV. 9.
Literary individuals are going from r rance the extraordinary honors paid to him by the
ence begins to operate upon the political in enjoy all that Christians ought to ask at the I
Letters from Odessa say that the Russian stitutions of a country, the civil power soon band of any government—protection from
Russians. Besides placing a. frigate at his
to make discoveries in ancient Greece.
'Two English sloops of war were before disposal, to convey him from the scene of his Guards will not repass the Danube, but that bends under it ; and the catastrophe of other all molestation in the exercise of their veil-1
Tangiers, demanding reparation for the cap perfidy, they received him, on his landing at they ’..ill be assembled at Isaktcha, to form nations furnishes an awful warning of the con gious sentiments.
ture of tbetwo merchant vessels which had Odessa, with a salute of eleven guns, and the reserve of the army under Count Witt sequence.
Resolved, That the Committee be dis- (
lodged him, with his retinue of 100 persons,, genstein.
Under the present regulations of the Post charged from the further consideration .of ¡
been restored.
It is said that several Portuguese vessels in the house of the Governor-General, Count ' It is said that M. de Tatischeff, the Rus Office Department, the rights of conscience the subject.
. f.
have been seized under Don Pedro’s author Woronzow? It is well observed by one of sian Minister at our Court, has asked leave are not invaded. Every agent enters volun
In accordance with their request the Com- ¡
ity as reprisals for two Brazilian vessels the Paris papers, that so distinguished a re of absence to go to St. Petersburg. Yester tarily, and it is presumed conscientiously,
held at Lisbon under pretext of having Por ception attests the - value of the service ren day an English Courier was despatched to into the discharge of his duties, without in mitteehave been discharged from thefurther
Lord Heytesbury at St. Petersburg.
dered by this individual.
termeddling with the conscience of another. consideration of the subject, and 300® copies
tuguese CreWs.
.
The Russian Corps Diplomatique had a
Post offices are so regulated, as that but a of the report ordered to be printed.
NOV. 20.
narrow escape in a ship, on the Black Beai
It is stated, in an article from Frankfort,
In the U.S. Senate on the 19th ult. Mr. small proportion of the first day of the week
is required to be occupied in official business.
during a gale.
'
,
, j that intelligence had been, received from
MAINE LEÔÏSL ATURÉ
Uladislas. king of Hungary and Poland, Vienna of a 'Treaty of Alliance liæyingbeen JOHNSON, of Kentucky, from the Com- In the transportation of the mail on that day,
had been referred the peti• no one agent is employed many hours. Relost his life at Varna.
concluded between Austria and Eqglahdfór rinT-Ve
senate.
A Hanover Journal announces that a corps the preservation of the térìtorial statuquo as tions against the conveyance of the Mail andI ligious persons ente't into the business withTHURSDAY, JANi 22.
of 4000 Hanoverians has embarked at Cux settled at the Congress of Vienna. IS ©th in favor of having the Post Offices closed on, out violating their own consciences, or im
posing any restraints upon others. Passen
haven for Corfu,
ing,however, is stated to enable us to judge
Order of the House, that Messrs. Harvey,
The king of England has purchased ;J he j of the degree of credit to which the report Sunday, made the following Report :
gers in the mail stages are free to rest during Cummings and Witt, be a Committee with
Colonel,” a horse of Hon. Edward R. Petre, is entitled.
The Committee to whom was referred the! the first day of the week, or to pursue their such as the Senate may join, to inquire what
said to be the best horse in England, tor four
several
petitions
on
the
subject
of
mails
on
1 journeys at their own pleasure. While the further provision is necessary to be made for,
RUSSIAN BULLETIN.
the Sabbath, or the first day of the week—’ mail is transported on Saturday, the Jew and improving the condition of our Primary:
thousand sovereigns !
ST. PETERSBURG, OCT. 30.
the Sabbatarian may abstain from any agen Schools. Concurred, and Messrs. Cushman
Russia and Turkey .-—The latest news News from the Armij in Turkey from the
REPORT :
cy in carrying it, from conscientious scru and Emerson were joined ;—that Messrs,!
from the seat of war will be found below.
That
some
respite
is
required
from
the
or

11th to the Tlth of October.
ples. While it is transported on the first Shapleigh. Megray and Smith, with such as(
The latest London, .papers say, that there is
dinary
vocations
of
life,
is
an
established
Immediately after the taking of Varna,
day of the week, another class may abstain, the Senate may join, be a committr to in
ev< ry reason to expect a speedy peace. 1 he
principle,
sanctioned
by
the
usages
of
all
na

Prince Eugene of Wirtembufg, at the .head
from the same religious scruples. Tire obli quire what alteration is necessary in .e law
Traveller of Dec. 2, says i
\
tions,
whether
Christian
or
Pagan.
One
day
“ By private letters received this morning of his detachment, went in pursuit of the in seven has also been determined upon as gation of government is the same to both of relating to the erection of Houses of Correc
from St. Petersburg, wé learn that an opin troops of Omer Vrione, who had retreated the proportion of time ; and in conformity these classes ; and the committee can discov tion. Concurred, and Messrs. Usher and
ion was entertained there, that Nicholas was, on the road to Constantinople, during the with the wishes of the great majority of citi er no principle on which the claims of one French were joined.
anxious that negotiations should be opened, night of the Hth of October. The precipi- zens of this country, the first day of the week, should be more respected than those op the
Order of the House, that the Committee ,
through the mediation of this country tor the! talion with which this retreat was effected commonly called Sunday, has been set apart other, unless it should be admitted that the on the Judiciary inquire* into the expediency!
settlement of all differences with '1 urkev. <did not permit his Royal Highness to over to that object. The principle has received consciences of the minority are less sacred of altering, amending or repealing the 1st, |
the enemy, who abandoned on the road
Money had become universally scarce at St. take
!
2d, and 4th section of air Act regulating judi
the sanction of the National Legislature, so than those of the majority.
It is the opinion of the committee, that the cial processes and proceedings passed 8th |
Petersburg, and there as well as here, dis his ammunition waggons and baggage, and far as to admit a suspension of all public bu
even
lost
a
standard,
and
did
not
halt
till
he
counts were scarcely to-be obtained.
siness on that day, except in cases of abso subject should be regarded simply as a ques March, 1826 ; into the expediency of pro
A bulletin from tlie army of the Caucasus reached the right bank of the Kâmtchik, lute necessity, or of great public utility. tion of expediency, irrespective of its reli viding by law for the Probate of Wills, Ad
Where
there
are
strong
intrenchments
announces the occupation of the who.? of BaThis principle, the committee would not gious bearing. In this light, it has hitherto ministration of Estates and settlement of|
iazet by the Russians, who after sou e fight thrown up to defend a solid draw-bridge over wish to disturb. ' If kept within its legitimate been considered. Congress have neveV le Accounts, and regulating the trusts of Exec
that
liver.
gislated upon the subject It rests, as it ever utors and Administrators and Guardians in
ing made themselves masters of the fortress
According to the arrangements that had sphere of action, no injury can result from has done, in the legal discretion ot the Post •cases where the respective Judges of Probate
of Bajazet and Topák Kale, a.s well as of the
its observance. It should however be kept
been
made,
the.enemy
was
not
to
be
pursued
entrenchments or Driadne. They are now
in mind, that the proper object of govern master General, under the repeated refusals of any county have been appointed, or shall
■masters of'the country to the sources ot the beyond the Kamtchik ; Prince Eugen.e, ment is to protect all persons in the enjoy-“ of Congress to discontinue the-Sabbath mails. be hereafter designated for such trusts ; in-i
therefore, occupied a position near the vil
Euphrates.
ment of their religious, as well as civil rights ; His knowledge and judgment in all the con quire into the expediency of modifying oil
A report had prevailed that Silistria had lage of Petrikoi, and ordered Major-General and not to determine for any, whether they cerns of that department, will not be ques amending the existing laws relating ' to the!
fal’en, but the latest papers express doubts Dellingshausen to watch the enemy’s mo shall esteem one day above another, or es tioned. His intense labors and assiduity laying out of highways, were severally read;
tions, with the vanguard, composed of the
have resulted in the highest improvement and passed in concurrence.
°fThe Turks had evacuated Kalafat of 3d brigade of the 19th division of Foot, of a teem all days alike holy..
of every branch of his department. It is
We
are
aware
that
a
variety
of
sentiment
which and of a small island opposite Widdin, company of artillery of the Don, and half a exists among the good citizens of this nation practised only on the great leading mail
FRIDAY, JAN. 23.
the Russians having taken possession, com battery of Congreve rockets, and to attack on the subject of the Sabbath day ; and our routes, and such others as are necessary to
Order of the House, that the Committee:
menced the bombardment of Widdin with the Turkish camp if he should find it possi government is .designed fpr the protection of maintain their connexions. To pievent this on Bridges, &c. be instructed to inquire into
would, in the opinion of the committee, be
considerable effect ; but at the last dates, ble.
On the 3d (15th) of October, Major-Gen one, as much as fod another. The Jews, who, productive of immense injury, both in its the expediency of passing a law, prohibiting
had not commenced a regular siege.
in tills country are as free as Christians, and
any person after being notified, from riding
eral
Dellingshausen
advanced
towards
the
On the 13th Oct. Count de Heyden, com
entitled to the same protection fronithe laws, commercial,political, and in its moral bear or driving a horse over any toll bridge with
mander in chief of the Russian squadron in Kamtchik, and discovered that a pretty derive their obligation to keep the Sabbath ings.
The various departments of government in this State, or over any bridge more than
the Mediterranean, issued a circular, ad strong detachment of Turkish cavalry and day, from the 4th commandment of their
200 feet long and covered with timber or
dressed to commanders of neutral ves infantry had almost passed the river, intend decalogue, and in conformity with that in require, frequently in peace, always in war, plank, faster than a walk, was read and!
sels of war, declaring the Dardanelles and ing to raise intrenchments on the left bank, junction, pay a religious homage to the sev the speediest intercourse with the remotest passed in concurrence.
for the defence ot the draw bridge. Scarcely
Constantinople in a state of blockade.
enth day of the week, which we call Satur parts of the country; and one important ob
Resolve in favor of Seth Spring—ofthe;
The last of Ibrahim’s army arrived at Al had this detachment perceived our vanguard, day. Ore denomination of Christians among ject of the mail establishment is, to furnish -to.-vti oi' Greenwood were read a 2d time andi
when
it
commenced
the
attack
;
but,
thanks
exandria, Oct. 10th, in French transports.
yscelebrated for
passage refused, Sent down for concur
to the nitrepiiVitjj^
Berlin, Nov. 14.
j agree with the Jews in the moral obligation mails one day in seven, would require the rence.
..
’ ire r M iij e st y the the rockets, the Turks soon took flight and of the Sabbath, and observe the same day. employment of special expresses, at great
Empress Mother, on the 5th of this month. hastened in confusion to the drawbridge, There are also many Christians among us, expense, and sometimes with great uncer
SATURDAY., JAN. 24» I
His Majesty the King and the whole Royal which they pulled up, e\en before all their who derive not their obligation to observe the tainty.
Order of the House, that the committee
Court are plunged in the deepest grief by troops had passed the river, fearing lest the Sabbath from the decalogues, but regard the
The commercial, manufacturing, and ag
first battalion of the'38th Chasseurs, which Jewish Sabbath as abrogated. From the ex ricultural interests of our country are so inti on the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into
this unexpected loss.
pursued them vigorously, should penetrate ample of the Apostles of Christ, they have mately connected, as to require a constant the expediency of enlarging the powers of
Prussian State Gazette.
The Court goes into mourning for three pelimeli with them info the intrenchments chosen the first day of the week, in-.tead of and most expeditious correspondence be Constables in this State. Read, and the!
pn the other bank of the= river. As it was that day set apart in the decalogue, for their twixt all our sea ports, and betwixt them Senate non-concurred—sent down.
weeks on this occasion.
The Senate reconsidered their vote refus
impossible to pass the river, xMajor-Geu. religious devotions. These have generally and the most interior settlements. The de
VIENNA, NOV. 18.
Dellingshausen was obliged to be content
ing a passage to the resolve in f^vor of Seth
We begin to recover here from the con with the success already obtained. OUT loss regarded the observance of the day as a de lay of the mails during the Sunday, would Spring', and assigned Wednesday next for its
sternation occasioned by the capture of Var was inconsiderable ; that of the Turks, on voti on al/exe rei se, and would not more readi give occasion to the employment of private further consideration.
na. It is thus certain that Prince Metter the contrary, was great ; for a great number ly enforce it upon others, than they would en expresses, to such an amount, that probably
The petition of Jeremiah Paul and als. was i
nich despairs of preserving peace much of their men, not having had time to pass the force secret prayer or devout meditations. ten riders would be employed where one taken from the files and referred to the Com-!
longer. He has given orders to Prince Es- bridge, were drowned in the river, and their Urging the fact, that neither their Lord nor mail stage is now running on that dav; mittee on Incorporation of Towns. Sent
his disciples, though often censured by their thus diverting the revenue of that depart
terhazy to promise the cabinet of St. James
. r
.
.. .
. in
. ca® -it -sh’otiM bank w return u tU" “inwlnch2>rau.- 'were accusers for a violation of the Sabbath, ever ment into another channel, and sinking the down for concurrence.
Leave for a bill was reported on the peti- i
enjoined its observance, they regard it as a establishment into a state of pusillanimity
resolve to goto war with Russia.I
mean time he is to conclude a treure' n"u‘læ JS the°Turks “have1^?™ further'at! subject on which every person should be ful incompatible with the dignity of the govern tion of Washington Remick. Sent down for
mean time he is to conclude a treaty of alli
concurrence.
ance, of which the first _act will consist in tempt, and the left bank ot the Kamtchik is ly persuaded in his own mind, and not coerce ment of which it is a department.
Resolve respecting the dividing line be
others tp act upon his persuasion. Many
Passengers in the mail stages, if the mails
forming an armed mediation, and laying down entirely clear.
tween Hollis and Waterboro’ passed to. be !
Christians
again
differ
from
these,
professing
are
not
permitted
to
proceed
on
Sunday,
will
the basis of a peace to be proposed to the
i he object that was proposed in making to derive their obligation to observe the Sab be. expected to spend that day at a tavern engrossed in concurrence.
belligeremg.
the army retain its positions, before Shumla, bath from the fourth commandment of the upon the road, generally under circumstan
LONDON, NOV. 10.
having been accomplished by the taking of Jewish
■
decalogue, and bring the example of
MONDAY, JAN.- 26.
Some of the Ambassadors who were at Varna, thé 6th and Ztli qorps have received ’the Apostles, who appear to have held their ces not friendly to devotion, and at an ex
An order of notice was reported on the pe
Odessa will proceed to Petersburg ; others orders to’take up their cantonments in Var- 1public meetings for worship on the first day pense which many are but pooHy able to en
counter. To obviate these difficulties, many tition of Nath’l Sanborne and als. Head and
were returning to their respective Courts. na and the environs, to defend the approach- of
1 the week, as authority for so far changing
The activity of military movements may, es to'it; Tlie 3d corps is to take up a posi- ’the decalogue, as to substitute that day for will employ extra, carriages tor their convey passed in concurrence.
ance, and become the bearers of corcesponihe committee appointed to examine the
votes in Oxford Senatorial District and re-j

during the winter, be succeeded by the activity of diplomatic operations—at least let
us hope so. Nor are we singular in enter
taining
it—the Press pf every country unites
'with iis—
for every man feels convinced, if
(the two Belligerents refuse ta listen to pveK
tures for peace, and determine to prosecute
the contest, that the fames of war will not
long'be-confned to Russia and to Turkey.
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On motion by Mr. Emerson,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the
House of Representati ves, proposing a con
vention to-morrow at 11 o’clock, for the pur
pose of electing a Senator for the District
of Oxford.
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Petition of Elihu Bragdon and als. was re
ferred to the committee on incorporation of
Towns, of Andrew Dennison and als', to the
committee on the Judiciary.
Order of the House, that the committee on
the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into
the expediency of authorizing mechanics
and others having by law a lien on specific
articles to sell the same.
Bill to incorporate the Maine Stage Com
pany ; to incorporate the Portland Mutual
Fire Insurance Company—to incorporate
the town of Appleton, were severally read
and passed to be enacted.
Resolve providing for the promulgation of
the Laws of this State ; respecting the divi
dingline between Hollis and Waterboro’,
were severally read and finally passed.
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 28.

On motion of Mr. Kingsbury,
Ordered, That the Governor and Council
be requested to furnish this board with the
report of Jonathan Thayer and Timothy
Pilsbury, a Committee appointed by the
Council to examine the State Prison.
Bill to promote the publication of a Gener
al History of this State and Resolve for the
preservation of certain bridges passed to be
engrossed, sent down for concurrence.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 21.

Petition of the Proprietors of Edgecomb
Bridge, praying for permission to raise $10,*•
C00 by Lottery to aid said Bridge.
On motion of Mr. Shapleigh of B,
Ordered, That Messrs. Shapleigh of B.
-Megray and Smith of N. be a committee to
consider what further provision it is neces
sary to make by law to enable towns to erect
Houses of Correction.
THURSDAY, JAN. 22.
Remonstrance-of the Inhabitants of Thorn
dike against the petition of A. Weed; of
Smith Baker, for a new town to be composed
of a part of Litchfield and Bowdoin.
Petition of Jofin L. Hancock for granting
to the discoverers of Mines a part of the
profits that may arise therefrom*

FRIDAY, JAN. 23.

An order passed directing the committee
on Turnpikes to inquire into the expediency
of passing a law regulating the travel over
bridges in such a manner as that thejz shall
not be unnecessarily injured thereby by driv
ing or riding at a swift rate.
SATURDAY, JAN. 24.

elated elected a Senator to supply the vacan
cy created by the death of the Hon. N. Howe.
Nathan D. Appleton, Esq. a representative
from the town of Alfred, in the room of J.
Holmes, resigned, appeared, was. qualified,
and took his seat.
The Governor communicated by message
certain resolutions of the State of Georgia,
which were in concurrence with the Senate,
referred to the committee who have under
consideration so much of the Governor’s
Speech as relates to the Tariff.
Col. Pond, Chairman of the committee to
whom was referred the memorial of Artemas
Smith and others, officers in the 6th division
of the Militia of this State, complaining of
the conduct and doings of Richard T. Diin
lap, Major General of said division, reported
leave to withdraw, it being a proper subject
for the cognizance of a Court Martial,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 28.

The committee on the petition of the
Trustees of Limerick Academy, reported a
Resolve granting one fourth of a township of
land, read once and to-morrow assigned for a
second reading.
On motion of Mr. Sands of B.
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi
ciary be instructed to inquire into the expe
diency of repealing the third section of an
Act passed February 24th, 1827, relating to
Highways.
Mr. Smith of Newfield offered the follow
ing order which was read and on motion or
dered to lie.on the table.
Ordered, that thé committee on the Mili
tia and Military affairs be instructed to re
port a bill making prevision for a drill of offi
cers within Regiments or Battalions. Thé
organization of Courts Martial by detail in
conformity to Military usage, to consist of a
President and two other officers with a com
pensation equal to what is now paid to the
officers of said Courts, and for repealing all
Militia laws passed since 1824.
The Governor communicated a letter from
Maj. Clark, commandant of the United
States troops on the North-Eastern Frontier,
representing the bad consequences which
follow from the practise of persons living in
thé vicinity selling ardent spirits to the ;
troops under his command, in causing deser
tion, 8cc. The communication together with
the letter of- Maj. Clark was referred to
Messrs. Cushman ahd Phelps, of the Senate
and Pond of B. Baxter of B. and Carver of V.

FpOM ENGLAND.
By the arrival at New-York of the packet
ship Caledonia, London dates to Dec. 4, and
Liverpool to Dec. 5, have been received.
The Li verpool Mercury of Dec. 5, asserts,
on the authority of a London correspondent,
that overtures have been made to Mr. Huskisson, to resume á place in the British cabi
net. It is farther stated that he has refused
to do this, unless Earl Dudley and Messrs.
(Jrant and Wayne are also re-instated..
Accounts from Constantinople
Qct. 29,
2|,
antmople to Oct.
of determinarepresent the Turks to bétail
\
¿_____.....
tion. Since the fail of Varna-their efforts
have been increased, and reinforcements
were daily arriving from Asia.
The London Courier thinks the Russian
blockade of the Dardanelles will not be ef
fectual in preventing the Turks from receiv
ing stores and provisions.
A Liverpool Circular of 1st December
says-—'the general market still continues very
inactive and heavy, but we think the trade
must soon become more extensive buyers
and this will tend to give holders more firm
ness notwithstanding the arrivals of the new
crop may be considerable for the season.

The arrival of the packet ship John Jay,
at New York from Liverpool, brings London
dates to Dec. 15 and Liverpool to Dec. 16.
The intelligence from the seat of war is
important.—The siege of Silistria has been
abandoned, and the Russian army was re
treating across the Danube, to concentrate
on Jassy, a town in Moldavia near the Pruth.
If this intelligence be true; it may be consid
ered an abandonment by the Russit&s- of all
the advantages of the campaign.
From the Liverpool Advertiser, Dec. 16.
The retreat of the corps of the Russians
engaged in the siege of Silistria. i*s confirmed,
anil letters from Vienna and Odessa state
that the whole army is falling back on Jassy,
where it is to pass the winter. Should the
main army have really fallen back, it is ex
tremely probable that Varna will be re
taken by the Turks, as the shattered state
of its fortifications will prevent its mak
ing any very protracted defence. If Varna
should be lost by the Russians they will re
tain nothing but a few unimportant fortress
es on the banks of the Danube, fhe posses
sion of which will produce no effect on the
result of the war.
LONDON, DEC. 14.
The abandonment of Silistria by a sure
consequence, raises the siege of Shumla.
The re-capture of Varna is expected with
THUIÎSDAY, JAN. 29.
by the Turkish Government,
A resolve,for the assistance of the Deaf confidence
who place the greatest reliance upon the
and Dumb, granting the.sum of $1000 anno* talents
and vigor of the Grand Vizier. The
ally for four years, passed to be engrossed.
battered by the siege, cannot
On motion of Mr. Smith of R. leave was fortifications,
have been sufficiently repaired ; and the gar
given to him to lay the following order on rison is said to consistonly of 6,000 men. Dur
the table and Tuesday next assigned for tak
ing the winter no effectual assistance can be
ing it up.
afforded by sea, and-the garris&n is cutoff
Ordered, That-— be a committee with from all communication.with - the Russian
such as the Senate may join, whose duty .it Army, now in full retreat, not only to the
shall be to inquire whether any reasons exist Danube, but it is supposed to the Pruth.
to require the removal of the Adjutant Gen Some accounts describe the retreat from Sil
eral of this state, with instructions to report istria as resembling the retreat of the French
by resolve or otherwise.
from Moscow. Detachments arrived at Jassy
in the most forlorn condition, without cannon,
without ammunition, and without baggage.
The accounts from Toulon state, that
General Maison considered the further stay
of the French troops in the Morea unneces■. sary, and advised their recai. The first di
In the U. S. House of Representatives^ on vision of troops from the .Morea was expect
Wednesday, the 21st inst. the following ed to re-enter Toulon at the pióse of Decem
Message was received from the President '; ber. French garrisons, however, would be
'eft in the Messeriian fortresses, but not after
which was read and laid on the table :
next April.
To the House of Representatives ’ of the Uni
The meeting of the French Chambers was
ted States'.
fixed for the 27th January.
.
The
King of England was to hold a coun
WASHINGTON, JAN. 21. 1829.
In compliance with two resolutions of the cil at Windsor Castle on Dec. 15, when the
House of Representatives, of the 5th inst. proclamation to convene Parliament would
requestinginformation received, not hereto-? receive his signature.
Tangier has been blockaded by two Brit
fore communicated, in relation to the arrest
and trial in the British Province of New- ish ships of war.
Imprisonments are daily made in Lisbon
Brunswick, of John Baker, a citizen of the
United States, and the correspondence be of distinguished persons on suspicion of their
tween the Government of the United States being friendly to the Constitutional party.
The Emperor Pedro is said to feel the
and that of Great Britain, in relation to the
siid arrest, and to the usurpation ot jurisdic-: greatest resentment against Don Miguel.
The changes reported about to take place
tion by the British Government of NewBrunswick, within the limits of the State of in the British Ministry are stated in the
Maine, I transmit a report from the Secreta London Courier to be without foundation.
There was a report that Varna had been
ry of State with the information and corres
recaptured by the Turks: but it was not.bepondence requested by the House.
lieved.
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
The following is a list of the Documents
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
which accompanied the above Message :

Memorial of officers of the 2d division of
the Militia respecting the conduct of Rich
ard T. Dunlap, Major General of 2d division
praying that he may be removed, was read
and on motion, committecf to Messrs, Pond
cf B. Fillebrown of W. and Cummings of P.
An additional Act in favor of the Maine
-^tage Company passed to be engrossed.
A resolve for fixing the boundary line be
tween Hollis and Waterbofough passed to be
engrossed.
A bill in favor of the Maine Stage compa
ny passed to be enacted.
On motion of Mr. Smith of Nobleboro’.
Ordered, That the committee on Banks
and Banking be instructed to inquire into the
exuediency of requiring'by law that all in
corporations, which are now required to
make periodical returns of their standing,
and situation, insert in such returns the names
of their debtors and sureties, the amount due
from each, when said debts were contracted
and when they become due.
On the petition of Wm. M. Boyd and als.
for aid by a lottery for the benefit of the
proprietors of a bridge from WiscasSet to
Edgecomb. The com. reported a bill provi
ding for raising the sum of $6000 by lottery,
refused a passage in the Senate, and Mon
day next assigned for taking it into consider
Mr. Clay to Mr. Addington; 27th March,
ation.
——
1825, with six enclosures.
MONDAY, JAN. 26.
Mr. Addington to Mr. Clay, 30th March.
Report on the petition Jeremiah Paul taSame to same, 23d of May,
> ken from the files and referred to the com
Mr Vaughan to Mr. Clay, Nov. 15, three
mittee on towns.
enclosures.
An order came down from the Senate ap
Mr. Clay to Mr. Vaughan, 25th Nov.
pointing Messrs. Hilton and Parsons of the
Mr. Vaughan to Mr. Clay, 2d December,
Senate, and Messrs. Swan of P. Ruggles of three enclosures.
T. and Bourne of K. a committee to take an
Mr. Clay to Mr. Vaughan, 18th Jan. 1826,
account of the property in the I reasury, and three e-nplosures.
deliver the s--me to the Treasurer—elect.
Same to same, 23d June, two enclosures.
The committee on the petition of Wash
Mr. Vaughan to Mr. Clay, 16th Jan. 1827.
ington Remick reported leave to bring in a
Mr. Clay to Mr. Vaughan, 18th of Jan.
Same to same, 14th Sept, one enclosure.
bill.
On motion of Mr. Bartlett of G.
Mr. Vaughan to Mr. Clay, 17th Sept, two
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi- enclosures.
. clary be instructed to inquire intn the expe
Mr. Clay to Mr. Vaughan, 19th Sept.
diency of altering the law respecting the col
Mr. Vaughan to Mr. Clay, 26 Oct. one
lection of taxes assessed for building and re enclosure.
pairingschool houses.
Mr. Clay to Mr. Vaughan, 17 Nov. 3 en
A bill to’incorporate the town of Appleton ; closures.
a bill relating to the line between Hollis and
Mr. Vaughan to Mr. Clay, 21 Nov. six
Waterborough passed to be enacted.
enclosures.
Same to same, 20th Nov.
TUESDAY, JAN. 27.
Mr. Clay to Mr. Vaughan, 20 Feb. 1828
Mr. Vaughan to Mr. Clay,
“
_
On motion of Mr. Carpenter of H.
Mr. Clay to.-Mr. Vaughan, re«-?,raven.
Ordered, That the committee on the
Mr
Vaughan
to
Mr.
Clay,.
25
March.
North Eastern Boundary, be instructed to
Same to same, 4 June, two enclosures.
inquire into the expediency of opening a roao
Mr. Clay to Mr. Lawrence, 31 March.
from Mattawamkeag to Mattawasca.
Mr. Lawrence to Lord Dudley, 5 May.
Ah order from the Senate came down sta
Same to Mr. Clay, 26 June.
ting that a vacancy, exists at the senate
Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Lawrence, 14 Aug.
Board in consequence' of the death of Hon
Mr. Lawrence to Lord Aberdeen, 22 Aug.
Nathaniel Howe of Oxford County, and tnat
Gov. Enoch Lincoln to Mr. Clay, 23 Oct.
the constitutional candidates are John Lroenclosure.
-uer and Daniel Hutchinson, Esqrs. and pro oneMr.
Clay to Governor Lincoln, 6 Mov.
posing 11 o’clock this day to meet in con ven
tion to fill the vacancy ; concurred on the
The Portland Papers publish sketches of
part of the House.
the remarks of Messrs, Holmes,Smith, Clark
In Convention.
At 11 o’clock, the two branches met in the and Vance, on the question of accepting the
Representatives’1 Chamber for the purpose ot report of the Committee in relation to the
filling the vacancy in the Senate occasioned Register and Records of Council, biiefly
by the decease of Mr. Howe of Oxford
noticed in the journal of the Legislative pro
C°Messrs French and Hilton of the Senate ceedings in our last number. If we can find
and Cummings of P.Smith of N- Stevens of room we may insert the whole or a part of
B. of the House were appointed a committee
to receive, sort and count the votes ; vyhc them in a future number.
reported that the whole number ot
On Saturday last, Nathan Dane Applewas
_
145
tqn, Esq. of Alfred, was chosen to represent
Necessary to a choice
91
Xhat John Grover had
that town in the Legislature of this State, in
And Daniel Hutchinson
Hoi.Tohnhad
Grover was de-1 place of the Hon. .hhn Holmes, resigned.

DUMFRIES^ HIGHLY APPROVER

BnttSlTE&lk
MARRIED—In Bangor, Mr. Nehemiah
Lunt, to Miss Rachael DeanIn Portland, Capt. Joseph Morrelì, of Po
land, to-&liss Caroline Cousins, formerly of
this town.
In Mansfeld, Daniel Phillips, Esq. to Miss
Louisa Blanchard, of Boston.

DIED—In this town, on Tuesday last, of
consumption, after a long confinement, Mrs.
Jane J. Lord, wife of Capt. Wm. Lord, Jr.
and eldest daughter of Mr. Joel ahd Mrs. Han
nah Larrabee, aged 24.—Although Iler sick
ness was attended with much pain and dis
tress, she bore it with Christian patience and
fortitude.
In the death of Mrs. Lord, her husband,
parents and friends will long deplore the
void occasioned by her death ; for when a
child she was dutiful, when a wife affection
ate, when a parent benevolent, & her moral
character through life was irreproachable.—
She was perfectly apprized of her situation
and so calm and composed was her mind
even in her last hours, that she gave satis
faction to surrounding friends that she was
willing to obey her call.
[Com.
In Wells, 23d inst. Widow Hannah
Bourne, aged 90.
In Buxton, 13th inst. Daniel, son of Mr.
Israel Ayer, aged 18 months.

NEW-YORK, JANUARY 27.

At a quarter after twel ve uW»ck last night,
we received our files of Liverpool papers to
the 24th ult. brought by the packet sh ip’Napoleon. Thejateness of the hour forbids our
giving any thing but a mere sketch of the
situation of affairs abroad.
East of Europe.—The accounts in the
German papers of the reverses sustained by
the Russians in their retreat into winter quar
ters have proved gross exaggerations.
The true state of affairs appears to be, that
the Russians were so long detained by the
stubborn resistance of Varna and Silistria,
that the setting in of an early winter has
obliged them to retire to the left bank of the
Danube. Varna only,, and the fortress of
Kalafat, remain to them as the fruit of the
campaign—advantages which have been
purchased at a very dear rate. Their retreat
into winter quarters appears, however, to
have been conducted with as little loss as
the state cf the weather and roads would ad
mit. After the armv had withdrawn from
Shumla, it was attacked by a.chosen body of
8000 Turkish horse, who are^stated in the St.
suffering much, however, it
Russian account, from the- cold and ramy
weather. The troops which had been em
ployed before Silistria have withdrawn to
their quarters in Moldavia and Vvallachia,
and that without any attempt of the enemy,
it would seem to annoy them. By this corps,
these provinces will be protected from at
tack by the Turks, during the winter. 1 his
is the state of things.
The papers from Lisbon, by tfie packet
arrived at Falmouth, are to the 13th inclus
ive. The bulletins relative to Don Miguel’s
health, from the 6th to the 12tb, are drawn
up in the same words—“ His Majesty con
tinues without any change.” This is rather
extraordinary ; he can hardly remain station
ary.—Either he must be worse or better.
LONDON, DEC. 22.

We are happy to hear that wheat experi
enced at the Corn Market this morning a
further decline. It was five shillings a quar
ter lower than on Monday last.
A brilliant ball was given on board the U.
S. frigate Java, by the officers, to all the
Europeans of note’in Smyrna, on the 23th of
September.

EYEWATERe

HIS safe and powerful wash for sore or
inflamed Eyes, stands pre-eminent
among the multitude of ordinary prepara
tions for this purpose.—The most obstinate
as well as the more slight inflammations of
that delicate organ, yield to this highly ap
proved Eye Water, which will brace arid re
store the tone of the diseased parts. On re
cent sore eyes thé effect is highly salutary.
In cases of years standing, thé most unex
pected relief has been received, after other
applications of inferior efficacy had failed.
Weakness,soreness, ahd other complaints of
the Eyes, proceeding from cold's have been,
permanently removed. Those who use it
pronounce it to be the best preparation for
these çomplaints they ever met with espe
cially in obstinate casés of soreness and in
flammation. Price 25 cents fier hottie.
ALS'O^—
The celebrated Cambrian Tooth Achê
Pills which gi\*e immediate relief, without
the least injury to the Teeth. On trial this
will be found one of the best remedies known
for this painful complaint. Price 50 cents a
box.
*^*Prepared from the original Recipe
MS. of the làte Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
KIDDER, his immediate successor and the
sole proprietor. For sale wholesale, (with all
the other Conway Medicines) at his Count
ing Room over No. 70, Cotirt-styeet, cornet
of Hanover-street, and àt retail, by his spe
cial appointment by

T

JOHN LILLIE. 'KenneLunk, and
JAMES L. DOWNING,
Kennebunk-Pori.

WOTICE.

KEWS

PgHHE subscribe!' requests all persons inJL debted to him either by Note or Ac
count, to call, settle and pay the same prior
to the first of March next.— All who neglect
KENNE B UNK, JANUAR Y 31.
this Notice beyond the time specified may
be assured, that their accountsand notes will
MEMORANDA.
be lodged inthe hands of an Attorney for
Saco, Jan. 23.—Ent. Ship Mordecai, Hill, collection.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
from St. Ubes, via Boston, with 580 moys
Kennebunk, January 22, 1829.
Salt; Ar. 20th, sch. Gleaner, Crosby, NewOrleans ; 21st, sch. Factor, Gillpatrick, Bos
ton; 22d, sip. William, Davis, do.; sch. Os
sipee, March, do.
iflHE Subscriber has on hand 'a few
Cid. at New-York, 23d, brig Florida, JU HUHDSED BUSHELS
Tripp. Valparaiso.
WHEAT .& RTE, •
At Marseilles,3d ulti Ulysses, Brooks, for
in good order, which he offers for Sale on
Celte and Rio Janeiro.
At Mobile, 6th inst. ships Constitution, reasonable terms.
■.-.Also?-.Stone, and Eagle, Nowell, of this port, load
A Farm, containing about 70 acres of good
ing.
land, near the village of Sanford.
At Jacmel, 18th ult. brig Eunice, StevertELISHA ALLEN.
sbn. of Biddeford, for New-Orleans, 5.
Sanford,.Jan. 22, 1829.
The Mary-Ann, of Newburyport, was the
only Am. vessel at Port-au Prince, 4th inst.
Ar. at Holmes’ Hole, 19th inst. brig Watch ■
T Kennebunk-Landing, on the road be
man, Nason, of this port, from Stockholm.
tween the house Of Capt. Ac^am xMcCulAr. at New-Orleans, 26th ult. brig George,
lock and the store of G. & I. Lordj 2 gold
Lord,from Boston; 3d inst. brigs Florida.
atch seals, 1 gold key, 1 dox ring and part
Blaisdell, of this port, Port-au-Prince;
Mexico,Patterson, of do. St. Thomas; 6th, of a gold chain.
Any.person finding the above will be geh*
brig Sabat, Clark, of Wells, Jacmel.
At Norfolk, 13th inst. brig Syren, Fernaid, erously rewarded on leaving them at the
store of George & Ivory Lord;
of Saco, New-York.
Kennebunk, Jan. 22, 1829,
Ar. at Philadelphia, 19th inst. brig Mars,
Wise, of this port, Lisbon, 5thi
f|ilHE subscriber, having been chosen
JL [nominal] Treasurer of the
SPOKEN.
Dec. 17, lat. 12, 26, S. ion. 31, Eliza, Wise, Kennebunk Manufacturing Company.
Baltimore for Valparaiso.
at their annual meeting on the second day of
June, 1828, hereby gives public notice, pursu
ant to law, that ata meeting of said Compa
ny on the twelfth day of March, 1828, It was
UNI 1ED STATES OF AMERICA,?
voted, “ that an assessment or instalment of
District of Maine, ss. 5
Jive fier cent, be laid and raised'on each share,
S'aith-Berwick, 26th January, 1829.
to be paid into the Treasury, within thirty
URSU A.NT to a warrant from the Dis days.” And at said annual meeting, it was
trict Court of the United States for the voted, “ that said assessment be called for
and paid to the Treasurer, at such time as
District aforesaid, I hereby give notice that
I shall sell at Public Auction and to the the Directors may order.” But no order
highest bidder, at the Store of Mr. Daniel has been given by the Directors for the pay
Perkins, in Kennebiink-Port, on Friday, the ment thereof; nor has the said assessment^
20th dav of February next, at 2 o’clock, P. M. or any part thereof ever been paid in to tlfo
4 HOGSHEADS OF SALT, Treasurer.
The capital stock of said Company con
the same having been decreed forfeit and or sisted of real estate Valued at $11,000—Ma
dered to be sold.
chinery valued at $14,000—Goods valued at
BENJA. GREENE, Marshal.
about $5,000—besides a number of other ar
ticles; all purchased'upon credit. For which,
and other debts incurred by the Company,
suits have been brought by the creditors, and
A LL persons having any-demands what- the whole property of said Company real
ever against the subscriber are hereby and personal has been sold at auction for the
requested to present tfie same to him for ad benefit of the creditors, and the proceeds has
justment and payment, without delay, as he is been greatly insufficient to satisfy them alh
desirous of paying all his debts while living. So that the Company has become Insol
JAMES CLEAVES.
vent.
DANIEL SEW ALL.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 29,1829.
Kennebunk, Jan. 14, 1828.

Wheat & Rye.

LOST.

A

’ MARSHAL’S' SALE*

P

NOTICE.

A CARD.
DANIEL SHACKFORD,

Notice is hereby given

that there is due from the Proprietors of
■friUOULD inform the public that he The Kennebunk Social Library,
¥ V
has taken the Bake-House for
merly occupied by Mr. O. Bartlett, where for 'Faxes and Fines on their several shares,
prior to the first day of February, 1828, as
he intends carrying on
follows, to wit i
. Share Tax. ¿JJ*c
Proprietor's Names,
D. C.
No..
in all its various branches,—where he keeps
1 34
Mary F. Wallingford,
5.
on hand a general assortment of BREAD,
John Lillie^
94
11
which he offers for sale low for cash, country
Sariiuel Emerson,
13
1 44
produce or approved credit.—The least favor
John Frost,
16
26
gratefully acknowledged.
26
Heirs of Jonas Clark,
4 16
33
James Burnham,
12
D. S, wofild inform his friends and
52
Enoch Hardy,
1 50
customers that he has received a prime lot of
Joseph Hatch,
58
18
59
FLOUR.
Charles W, Williarosj
10!
Nath’l. H, Fletcher;
88
44..
in barrels and half barrels which he will sell
David Little,
71
28
at a very small advance for cash.______ _____
í0
jjujsrcTgrT“ ewenv,
dry Hemlock and Pine WOOD, or dry
81
- 2 79
Edmund Lord,
Hemlock and Spruce FAGGOTS, for which
83
20
Daniel Hodsdon,
he will pay Bread and a fair price.
84
10
Abiel Kelly;
Kennebunk, Jan. 31.
And unless the said Taxes and Fines are
paid before the second day of February next,
together with intervening charges thereon,
AKEN on Execution and will the said delinquent shares will be sold at
be sold at Public Yendue, Public Auction at the Bookstore of James K ,
on the said Second day of February
on Saturday, the thirty-first dayRemich,
of January,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
1829, at one of the clock, in the afternoon, at next,
Pursuant
to a vote of said Proprietors.
PetFr Frost’s dwelling-house in Waterbor
DANIEL SEvVALL,
ough-—All the right in equity which Israel,
Kennebunk, 13th Jan. 1829.
Day has to redeem the farm on which he now
The Proprietors of 77ie ¿Cehnebunk So
lives situated in Waterborough, & is bounded
on land of Adriel Hamilton, Humphrey Clark cial Librarf are hereby notified, that their
and others, and contains about forty-tour annual meeting will be held, at Towle’s Inn,
acres, more or less, and is one half of the Lot on Monday, the second day of February next,
which he the said Israel Day and Theodore at six o’clock in the evening, for the purpose
Day purchased of Andrew Roberts, by deed, of choosing Officers for the year ensuing, and;
which deed is recorded on the 214th page of for the transaction of such other business as
the H6th book of York County Records. may be thought proper.
N, B. The books are all to be returned in
Said farm is subject to a mortgage deed for
about two hundred and sixty dollars. Con to the Library by 2 o’clock in the afternoon
r
t
ditions made known at the time and place of of said day.
DANIEL SEW ALL. Clerk.
sale.
JESSE GILMAN, Jhfi. Sheriff.
' Jan’y 17,1829,
I A1W? Sec. ^,1828.

Sheriff’s Sale.

T

CHEMICAt,

At a Court of Probate held ft Alfred,
within and for the County of York, on the
HE Subscribers having been appointed
first Tuesday of January, in the year of
by the Hon. William A. Hayes,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyor Whitwell's original Opodeldoc
Judge of Probate for the County of York,
nine., by the Honourable WILLlÂM A. Commissioners to receive and examine the
FOR Bruises, Sprains, Rheumatism,
claims 6f the creditors of the estate of
HAYES, Judge of said CoyH :
Cramp, Numbness. Stiffness of thb.
"WM/lLLIAM PERKINS, Jr. namfcd ExGEORGE HOBBS,
Neck or Limbs, Chilblains, Chapped Hands,
WV
ecutor in a certain instrument, pur late of Berwick, deceased, Trader, represent Stings of Insects, Vegetable Poisons, or any
porting to, be the last will and testament of ed insolvent, and the term of six months be external injury. Recommended by one of
William Perkins, late of Wells, in said coun ing allowed said Creditors to bring in and the first Physicians in the United States,
ty, yeoman, deceased, having presented the prove their claims ; we therefore give notice whose certificate as well as those of numer
same for probate t
that we will attend that service at the ous respectable individuals, accompany each
ORDERED—'Fhat the said executor dwelling House of Nathaniel Hobbs, Esq. in bottle.
Indian Bones.—Yesterday morning, an give notice to all persons interested by Berwick, on the last Saturday of this Month,
For the Kennebünx Gazette.
CAUTION.
entire human skeleton was discovered in a causing a copy of this order to be published and the five succeeding Months from one to
It is greatly to be deplored4that as soon as
garden,
(probably once an Indian burying three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk six o’clock, P M. on said days.
“ A virtuous woman is a crown to her hus
any important improvement or discovery is
ground) on the bank of the Merrimack, about Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
band.”
[Proverbs.
a quarter of a mile west of Haverhill Bridge. may appear at a Probate Court to be held JOSEPH G ^GODWIN. | Commissioners made in Medicine, the community must be
cheated, and the inventor, in a degree, de
It was exposed at a depth of about two feet at South-Berwick, in said county, on. the
I LOVE the girl, whose wish and care
Berwick, Dec. 4th, 1828.
prived of his just reward, by a host of servile
Her own domestic circles bound ;
and a half; by the water in the late rain form first Monday of February next, at ten of the
imitators, (instigated by envy and self inter
ing a gully down the bank of the river. It is clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Whose heart in joy and grief can share
est) imposing their spurious compounds on
probably the frame of ah Indian, and doubt they have, why the said instrument should
With all around;
the public, as a substitute for the genuine
less it has laid there two hundred years; not be proved, approved, and allowed as the
The
following
is
the
list
of
books
recom

Whose pious breast, has learn’d to glow
The bones are but little decayed, and the. last will and testament of the said deceased. mended by the Superintending School Com article, thereby tending vo bring such im
provements into disrepute,-and even utter
For others good,to melt and grieve
skull-bone and teeth are perfect. A part of Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
mittee of this town, viz :
contempt. Such instances are so numerous,
WTith those whom sorrow, fate, and woe
the skeleton, including the skull, Bcc. may
À true cofiy-^NrrEs^,
New York Primer,
that it is judged by many that all deviations
Of hope bereave :
be seen at this office.—Haverhill,{Ms.} Gaz.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
from the common course are unimportant,
Cole’s Spelling Book,
Jan.iy.
Who seeks the wounded heart to heal,
unless followed by a train of imitators, coun E
asy
R
eader
,
PROMTS WOTtCDJS._____
The troubled mind of man to calm ;
terfeitors, 8c impostors. Therefore be sure
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
Child’s Assistant,
And makes his manly virtues feel
tlrat you receive Whitwell’s Opodeldoc, or
within and for the Coùnty of York, on the
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Alfred,
ivithin
Literary & Scientific Reader,
Sweet friendship’s charm.
you may be most wretchedly imposed upon.
and for the County of York, on the first first Tuesday of January, in the year of
Price 37 A cents.
New Testament,
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
twentyTuesday
of
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Happy the man she deigns to bless,
•17’VOLATILE AROMATIC SNUFF
nine, by
'Mt? WILLIAM A. HAYES,
Alger’s Murray’s Grammar,.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, by
His days and years glide soft away,
— For many years.celebrated in cases of ca
Judge of said Court :
Adams’Geography,
the Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES,
She’s his cjiief comfort in distress,
tarrh, bead ache, dizziness, dimness of eye
N the petition of Napthali Chad*
Judge of said Court:
Robinson’s Elements,
In health life’s rar.
sight, drowsiness, lowness of spirits, hypour^RN, guAi??ian of 5a mue I Chadbourn,
Miriam, W^ANIEL HANSON, named Executor
condria, nervous weakness, 8cc.—it is most
non compos mentis, representing Colburn’s Arithmetics,
8 W in a certain instrument purporting to that atheperson
fragrant and grateful to the smell, being
Walsh’s Arithmetic.
personal estate of his said ward is
be
the
last
will
and
testament
of
Daniel
Stop my Paper !—Every man must have
mostly composed of roots andaromatic herbs.
net sufficient to pay the just debts which he
The committee are authorized to say that It is absolutely necessary for all those who
some object whereon to vent his spleen— Hanson, late of Lebanon, in said county, owes for his support and maintenance by the
these
books,
and
no
others,
are
to
be
used
in
,
Yeoman,
deceased,
having
presented
the
“ energetic bile” must have its way or ope
sum of one hundred and seventy dollars and the school^ under their care : sensible, how watch with or visit the sick. Price 50 cents
. gets the jaundice. We once knew a man 1 same for probate :
ninety-seven cents, and praying for a license ever, that, in consequence of the frequent and 25 cents.
ORDERED,
—
That
the
said
executor
who, as often as he was kicked and cuffed by
Jy- WHIT WELL’S BITTERS—A most
to sell and convey so much of the real estate
the world, was sure to flog his wife and chil give notice to all persons interested, by caus of his said ward as may be necessary for thé changes which have been made with regard efficacious and wonderful cordial medicine,
dren, by way of balancing the account. An ing a copy of this order to be published payment of said debts and incidental charges’.' to books to be used in the Schools, a strict for dyspepsia, jaundice, sickness of the stom
' adherence to this rule would cause much ex
........
............................
....... and three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
other had
his nose pulled
in a ball-room,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no pense and inconvenience, they have voted ach, flatulence, want of appetite, &c They
fostantii'he posted'off" to*h*is"fodgrngs’ and 1 Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
if any scholar is provided with school I give a tone to the solids, enrich the blood and
caned his negro. Lord Byron used to swear i may appear at a Probate Court to be held at estate, by causing a copy of this order to be that
ijuuns which
wuijuti have
ii.ivc been
ucvn approved
appiuv-cu by
uy any
auy 1I
2
when any thing went wrong with him
that! South-Berwick, in said county, on the first published in the Kennebunk Gazetté, printed books
former committee,
may
. they
,
„ ’ be retained.!
' should be without them. 1 nee 1 A cents a
old bear, Doctor Johnson, swallowed oceans ’j Monday of February next, at ten of the in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks f
of tea, and the inpetuous Alfieri mounted a clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any successively, that they may appear at a Pro 'They, view it, however, as a great evil in our i| P for Sale by S. L. OSBORN, Kennebunk,
schools that there should be such a variety j
T?,,....,. one to his;ntaste,
! they and
have,inwhy
the said instrument should
wild horse. Every
|
agent for Qpllincr
selling ill#»
the same.
bate Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in of books in use, and while they feel desirous 1 oerpnf
this country the taste is for a man to d------.1.n *, not be proved, approved, and allowed as the said county, on the first Monday in February of making as few changes as possible, their
July 26.
i
last
will
and
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
his newspaper incontinently, when he be- i
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and wish is, to have the best books in the several
comes bilious. Let us take a few examples. Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer branches of school-education used by . the
A true cofiy—Attest,
A man wakesup with the tooth-ache,eats
of said petition should not be granted.
Scholars. They would, therefore, urge it
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
no breakfast, and goes off grumbling to his
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
upon those who send children to the public,
Jan.
17
place of business. He takes i’p his newspa
A true Cofiy—Attest,
schools, to provide them with suitable books
per—finds something in it not exactly in ac
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
from the above list. The exertions of even
cordance with his own opinions, and instantly Jit a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
Jan. 17.
.
the best teachers are often rendered of little
sends a note to the editors with instructions
within and Jor the County of York, on
avail by neglect in this particular.
to stop his paper. He has his tooth pulled
a Court of Probate held at Alfred
37 1-2
thefirst Tuesday of January, in the year At
.
Those persons who may wish to keep
in the course of the day, feels the want of his
within and for the county of York, on the School, are required by the laws of this State,
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
twen

HEATON
’
S noted ITCH OINT
paper the next morning, and puts his name
first Tuesday in January, in the year of to obtain a certificate from the School Com
ty-nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM
MENT, which has stood the test
anew to the subscription list.-—“ Stop my
mittee,
that
they
are
qualified
to
teach
those
against all other ointment, the price of
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyA. iiA YES Judge of said Court
-paper !” bawls
B..“ you are opposed to
branches of education usually taught in our
the tariff and like a liberal man as I am. I
nine, by the Honorable WILLIAM A. public Schools. This certificate is valid only which had been reduced from 50 to 37|
N the petition of Maria Hemmenway,
cents.
will not listen to your arguments against it.”
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
•administratrix of the estate of Moses
during the time the Committee by whom it
.... ALSO...
■ “ Stop my paper,” shouts C. D.( “ you are a
idem men way, late of Shapieigh, in said AVID BOYD, administrator of the es was given remain in office ; if therefore any
confounded Turk, and I’ll have nothing to do county, deceased, representing that the per
tate of Joseph Mayall, late of Ber person who has hitherto kept School within Dr. Davenport's Billious Pills.
with you .”—“ Stop my paper,” cries E F., sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient
wick, in said county, deceased, having pre
the limits of the town is desirous of taking a
s‘ you refused to insert a puff for my newly to pay the just debts which he owed at the sented his first account of administration of School again, he must apply for a renewal For the time thesfe Pills have been offered
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
invented flea-trap.” “ Stop my paper,” roars time of his death by the sum of three thou the- estate of said deceased for allowance;
of his certificate.
the most sanguine expectations of the pro
G H., yqu have dared to express an* opinion sand and eighty-eight dollars and ninety
ORDERED—That the said administra
School-masters will be examined by the
¡of your own, when you knew that I thought seven cents, and praying for a license to sell tor give notice to all persons interested, Committee in the following branches, viz : prietor, which may be fa’irly considered an
differently.” “ Stop my paper,” exclaims I. and convey so much of the real estate ofsaid by causing ft copy of this order1 to be publish Reading, Writing, English Grammar,Ge acknowledgement of their many virtues.
They are very justly esteemed for their
J.. “ I cannot make a tool of you, and you deceased, as may be necessary for the pay ed three weeks successively v in the Kenne ography and Arithmetic. School-Mistress*
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
will not do for me
and so on till you come ment of said debts and incidental charges :
eswill
be
examined
in
Reading,
Waiting,
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
cases where one is necessary—They are a
to Y. Z. Magnanimous mortals, what fine
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no said county, that they may appear at a Pro English Grammer and in the fundamental safe, and sovereign remed)7 iñ all billions fe
editors you woukhmake b—N. Y. Courier.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and bate Court to be held at South-Berwick, in rules of Arithmetic.
vers, pains in the head, stomach & bowels,
to all persons interested in said estate, by said county, on the first Monday in February
It is the duty of the Agents appointed in indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms
Go where you wjll, literature is the lowest causing a copy of this order to be published next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and the several districts, to give notice to the and bilious cholic—they are likewise an an
commodity in market A
worth of injhe. Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken- shew cause, if any they have, why the same Committee, of the tia>e when the Ffohuol| tidote against infectious diseases, removing
under their Charge commence, and' when
wtAka■wit will make a feast for a ihcasand. People ne5unkt ’u^tid
pot
they are about to close. From want of in obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
generally endeavor to buy books at less than siveiy, that they may appear at a Probate Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
formation on -this subject, the Committee discharging the morbid matter, helping di
cost, and av. for newspapers—glory succeeds Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in said
A true copy'—Attest,
are often prevented from visiting the Schools gestion, restorihg a lost appetite—a sure re
glory, like, the. continuity of days! why, county, on the first Monday in February
vVk. Cutter Allen, Register.
lief for costive habits. 1 hey are so accom
what isa newspaper! Paper can be had for next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
as the law requires.
Jan. 10.
modated to all seasons and hours, that they
a cent a sheet; Editors can write for the fun shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
Per order,
GEO : W. WELLS.
m ay be taken in summer or winter, at any
Kennebunk, 8th Jan. 1829.
of it and fatten on fame ; and printers are of said petition should not be granted.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
time of the day, without regard to diet or
so much like cameleons, that they may live Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
within and for the County of York, on
hindrance of business. Their operation is so
on air ; who will give much for a newspaper
A true copy—Attest,
the first I'uesday of January, in the year
gentle and effectual, that by experience they
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
when the world is full of news ?
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyHE Copartnership heretofore existing are found to excel any other physic hereto
The most anxious reader, for a folio, full
Jan. 17,
nine. by the Honorable WILLIAM. A.
between the subscribers is this day fore offered to the public.
ef choice sentiments, glittering“ like apples
HAYES, Judge ofsaid Court:
genuine aré covered with a check
dissolved by mutual consent. All persons inThe

of gold in pictures of silver,” news from all AtaCaurt ofProbate holden at Alfred, within
N the petition of Letitia Hall, widow
plate, with the design of the Good Sarnariquarters, a chapter of accidents and “ hair
of John Hall, late of Alfred, deceas debted to said firm are requested to make tan, and the agents name thereon.
andfor the County of York, on the first
payment
to A. F. Symonds who is duly au
breadth escapes,” enough to frighten a Wel
ed, praying for an allowance out of the per

Tuesday of January, in the year of our
—ALSO—
thorised to adjust the same.
lington at Waterloo, great men dead and
sonal
estate
of
said
deceased
:
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
NATHANIEL UPHAM,
beauties married, bills exchanged at sight,
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters^
ORDERED—That the petitionei- give no
by the Honourable WILLIAM A. tice thereof to all persons interested in said
A. F. SYMONDS.
$10,000 foi’ only $3, new goods cheaper than
37 1-2
Wells, December 19, 1828.
ever, the finest fashions, and estates on sale
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
Davenport's
Celebrated
Eye. Water.
at ten years’ pay day for half price—will
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
A. F. SYMONDS
grumble at three ar four cents—but for a ¿tflkN the petition of M ary Kenney, widow ed in Kentieb .nk, in said county, three weeks
A
fresh
supply
of
the
above
is
kept in Kenof
Ambrose
Kenney,
late
of
Lebanon,
brandy sling,or a glass of wine, either of
süact*siv<?/7¿ri!-t they may appear at a Pro Has taken the stock formerly belonging to nebupk by J. LILLIE—in Wellsby N.Morwhich is“ an enemy put in his month to eat in said county, Yeoman, deceased, -praying bate Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in the firm of A. F. Symonds & Co. and will , rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale andG. Coe—in
out his brains,” he launches out a shilling ! for an allowance out of the personal estate of said coun.y, o:» the first Monday in February continue the business at the old stand. A Dover by Wheeler Sc Tufts—by the Drug
share of public patronage is respectfully so
What a mighty difference ! But custom leads said deceased :
ORDERED-—That the petitioner give ne^t, at ten of Jhe clock in the forenoon, and licited, and ail past favors gratefully acknowl gists in Portland and Boston, and by sortie
the way, and he who might have shone a
shew
cause,
if
agy
they
have,
why
the
prayer
persons in the principal town§ from Maine
edged.
Cinchmatus behind the plough, crimsons a notice thereof to all persons interested in of said petition should not be granted.
said estate, by causing a copy of this order
A settlement of all demands belonging to to Georgia.
Bacchus before a bottle!
Cant Phenix.
A
ttest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
Oct. 1, 1825.
eow.ly.
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
the late firm of A. F. Symonds 8c Co. must
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three í true cfm— Attest,
fie had before the 30th of April next.
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
Horses. The following remarks upon weeks successively, that they may appear at
Wells, January 8,1829.
Jan. 10.
horses, are copied from the publication of a Probate Court to be holden at South-Ber
DISSOLUTION OF
an eminent farrier ih Europe; and we think wick, in said county, on the first Monday in
' them worth the perusal of farmers generally February next, at ten of the clock in the
oseph
rxoodt
The pulse of a horse in health, is from 36 forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
to 40 beats in a minute, and may be easily why the prayer of said petition should not be
OFFERS
FOR
SALE
A FEW
T&fOTICE is hereby given that the Cofelt by pressing the finger gently upon the granted.
HE Subsc ribers having been appointed 111
partnership
existing
between
the
Bbls.
oward
treet
i
temporal artery, which is situated about an Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
by the Hon. William A. Hates, Subscribers under the firm of
warranted of first quality. Likewise, a quan
inch and a half backwards from the corner
A true cofiy—Attest,
Judge of Proliate for the County of York,
tity of R’STia at a small advance from cost;
STWIWH & FOBSEB,
©f rhe eye;
Wlm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Commissioners to receive and examine the
Jan. 9, 1829.
Horses have not the .faculty of puking, or
Jan. 17._________ _______________________ claims of the creditors to the estate of
will be dissolved on the first day of March
even belching wind out of their stomachy,
BENJAMIN COES,
next ; and that they will attend until that
and therefore are peculiarly subject to wind St a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, late of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma time to the settlement of their Book accounts.
cholic.
within and for the County of York, on ker, represented insolvent, and the term of
All persons having demands against them
When a horse has been over ridden, bloody
thefirst Tuesday of January, in the year six months hying allowed said creditors to are requested topresent them for.payment, Ip hereby repeated, to those with whom*
spots may be seen in the whiles of his eyes.
BENJAMIN SMITH,
JL the Subscriber has accounts, that they
hi
their claims ; we there
of our Lord eighteen hundred (¿••td'lweniy*A limber dock is sure
fonceof a limber
HORACE PORTER.
must, to avoid trouble snd expense, be settled
nine, by the . Hon. WILLIAM À- fore Ave notice th at. we will attendthat serback ; that is, a weak one.
once a year.
Kennebunk, December 24,18’28.
; ’.3'^the last Saturday of this
A horse that is hardv and good f3r bustHxlYES, Judge of said Court :
Those who have engaged Wood and Pro
WFJnth and the five succeeding months from
duce, are assured, that to be acceptable, they
ministratrïx of the estate of Efihraim. one to six o’clock, P. M. on said days.
musVbe presented soon.
bottsby tanning them, and they will become G He, late of Newfield, in said county, de
GEO. WHEELWRIGHT,7
' Commis-.
'
THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR SALE
BURLEIGH SMART.
so shrivelled, as scarcely to be discernable ceased, representing that the personal estate
OLIVER BOURNE.
5 sioners.
Kennebunk, Dec. 20,1828.
when discharged.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 14,1829.
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
T
w0
good
The principal signs of a good horse are just debts which he owed at the time of his
these—the eyes set apart in the head, and death by the sum of four hundred and
ARE
large and bright ; the quirl high in the fore seventy-two dollars and twenty-six cents,
head ; one or two in the neck is a good sign ; and praying for a license to sell and convey
Two second hand CHAISES,
the neck well set on high ; the shoulder so much of the real estate of said deceased,
Four good SLEIGHS and Harnesses, II PAIR of WIDE RIMMED WHEELS
blades pretty high, and. converging t-o a as maybe necessary for the payment of said
E the subscribers having been ap
of a superior quality.—Also 1 long Cart
point; the breast full and large, and sq also debts and incidental charges :
pointed by the Hon, William A. One pair of TRUCKS and HARNESS, and 1 short one. They will be sold low if ap
behind ; the body round, for flat bodied or
ORDEREp—That the petitioner give no Hayes, Esq. Judge of Probate, &c. for the One WAGGON, suitable for one or plied for soon-rlnquU’e at the Printing-Office.
slab sided horses are weak natured ; the tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and County of York, to receive and examine the
Dec. 1.8 th, 1828.
b
two Horses.
dock stiff, going wide behind, for if the gam to all persons interested in said estate, by claims of creditors to the estate of
bols knock together, it shows that the horse causing a copy of this order to be published
The above articles will be sold cheap for
RUFUS NOWELL,
is feeble ; chewing theb.it when provoked is in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
Periodicals.
Cash or approved endorsed Notes.
a, good sign. It is a Spanish proverb, that nebunk,'in said county, three weeks success late of York, deceased, represented insolv
For further particulars apply to
U
nitarian Advocate, for January.
ent,—do hereby give notice that six months
the dapple grey will sooner die than tire.
OLIVER WALKER.
Liberal Preacher, for January.*
ively, that they may appear at a Probate are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 26, 1828,
N. Y. Gaz.
Christiah Examiner, for Sept, and*
Court to be holden at Saco, in said county, prove their claims, and that we shall attend
Oct.—are readv for Subscribers, at
on the first Monday in March next, at ten of that service at the dwelling house of Jos err
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if Frost, Esquire, in Eliot, on the last Mon
The Alligator.—The author of “ Recol the
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
peti

day
in
March
and
the
last
Monday
in
June
LL
demands
due
tileEstate
of
G
eorge
lections of Venzuela and Colombia,” was in tion should not be granted.
from one to six o’clock P. M. ofsaid days.
Hobbs, remaining unpaid after the
formed by the Indians of the Oronoco, that
, Wm, Cutter Allen, Register.
Dated at Eliot, the first day of January first day of March next, will be left with an
previously to the alliya ors of that river go AAttest
true cofiy—Attest,
A. D. 1829.
Attorney for collection.
ing in search of prey, they a ways swallow a
A good assortment of Justice
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register:
JOSEPH FROST,
NATHANIEL HOBBS. Admr.
stpne, that by the additional weight of it they
Jan. 17,
BENJAMIN ROGERS.
Berwick, December T4s 1828.

WFJEATH.

may be enabled to dive with the greater
celerity and drag whatever they may seize
under the water with ease. Not giving im
plicit credit to this statement of the Indians
he mentioned the matter to President Boliver, who not only assured him that the In
dians were correct but proceeded to shoot
sòme to convince him. In every one, when
opened, there were found stones, varying in
weight according to the size of the animal ;
the largest killed was about seventeen feet in
length, and had within him a stone weighing
about sixty or seventy pounds!
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